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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Gahirmatha and Rushikulya beaches along Orissa coast are

world’s largest arribada i.e., en masse nesting aggregation of Olive Ridley

turtles. Nearly 0.2 to 0.3 million Olive Ridley turtles visit these beaches every

year during their winter migration for breeding and nesting activities. In the last

two decades, natural coastal processes have caused major changes in beach

geomorphology leading to loss of nesting habitat and/or shifting of turtle

nesting grounds. ICMAM-Project Directorate has undertaken a study to

analyse the causes responsible for selection of a particular beach for nesting

and the state of these habitats.

Data on beach profiles were collected at Gahirmatha from November

2004 to April 2005 and January 2006 and at Rushikulya at bi-monthly intervals

from April 2005 to March 2007. Shoreline mapping of the estuarine sand bar

was done to understand the inlet dynamics. Sediment samples were analyzed

for their mean grain size. Nearshore bathymetry, tide, wave and current

measurements representing NE monsoon (January 2006) season at

Rushikulya river mouth was carried out as apart of the program.

At Gahirmatha, the major nesting activities have been shifted to 2-3 km

long sand bar islands beaches on the northern side of river Maipura, which is a

part of 5-km long spit of the original nesting beach. Analysis of toposheets,

remote sensing and field data confirms a systematic erosion trend. On an

average, the beach has lost 100-200m of beach width in the last few years.

Presently, the original nesting beach is devoid of well-developed berm and

wide backshore. In some places, the beaches begin from the foot of the sand

dune and the high water floods the entire beach, thus making unsuitable for

nesting purpose. So, this might have triggered the shifting of nesting habitat.

At Rushikulya, the most preferred nesting beach is formed on the

northern unstable sand bar of the inlet. During February 2006, nearly 1,21,500

turtles nested on a newly formed sand bar of 1.8km length. The entire nesting
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beach evolved from the natural cyclic seasonal events of beach loss and gain.

This loss and rebuilt of a wider beach event on the northern side of the river

mouth was more active than that of southern side which is in connotation with

the predominance of SW monsoon over NE monsoon along this coast. This

seasonal event is important as they affect the salinity, nutrient, moisture

content, grain size and the compactness of the nesting pit. In the year 2007, no

mass nesting was reported at the Rushikulya rookery.

At Gahirmatha and Rushikulya, the nesting beaches are characterized

by an elevated berm of at least 2m height above mean sea level with a wider

backshore (50 to 60m wide) sloping backward from seaside berm towards land

ward. Grain size analysis of Gahirmatha, Nasi island and Rushikulya beach

sediments suggest that most of the beaches consist of medium to finer sand.

The average grain size of mass nesting beaches primarily consists of medium

sand (0.30 ~0.40mm) and this might be a range value, which is preferred by

olive ridley turtles for nesting. The reasons for preference of unstable beaches

probably because of the other physical conditions of the beach those are

conducive to offspring survival success rate.

In future, it is planned to study the nesting beach in detail. In the course

of the present investigation, it was felt that some of the important parameters

related to the beach state such as compaction, temperature and moisture

(water content) in the nesting pit needs to be interpreted along with beach

profile and sand size data which are planned to be studied in the 2007-2008

nesting season.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

The 7500 km coastline of Indian supports a variety of marine

ecosystems viz., wetlands, mangroves, lagoons, coral reefs, estuaries and

wide sandy beaches. Human activities along the seafront e.g., construction of

ports, harbors, coastline protection measures, tourism, sand mining and

natural processes and hazards such as cyclones, storm surges and floods

cause changes in the geomorphology of the coasts and loss of the marine

habitats. Such problems are prevalent along the coastal stretches of Kerala,

Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and West Bengal and demands site-

specific understanding. There is also a growing interest in studying ecologically

sensitive areas, for which underlying processes needs to be analyzed.

The beaches and coastal waters off Orissa have significant ecological

importance; they support one of the world’s largest olive ridley turtle nesting &

breeding grounds. In the last few years, there is a tremendous change in these

habitats and shifting of their nesting ground was reported. Thus, with the

following objectives the study was taken up.

• Understanding the role of beach profiles and sediment characteristics with

reference to turtle breading grounds at Gahirmatha and Rushikulya

beaches.

• Documentation of shoreline changes, hydrodynamic and sediment transport

characteristics.

• Determine causative mechanism for selection of nesting site.

 The project activities were taken up at two sites. Initially, the Gahirmatha

beach was selected and field measurements were carried out during

November 2004 to April 2005. However, in 2005, the mass nesting did not

occur in the regular beaches and shifted to northern island beaches, which falls

under military restricted areas. In April 2005, mass nesting occurred at
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Rusikulya beach, located about 300km south of Gahirmatha This prompted us

to extend our study to Rushikulya beaches.

The major investigations undertaken under the project includes 1) beach

profile measurements, 2) seasonal mapping of the shoreline, 3) beach

sediment characteristics for understanding mean grain size, 4) measurements

of wave, tides & current for one season off Rushikulya coast during January

2006, 5) Littoral environment observations, 6) analysis of data and its relation

with coastal processes and shoreline changes and finally documentation of the

findings to understand the role of beach profiles on nesting habitats. In addition

to these bathymetry data were collected off Gahirmatha and Rushikulya coast

as a part of the program.

OLIVE RIDLEY TURTLES: AN OVERVIEW

Scientists recognize seven living species of sea turtle, which are

grouped into six genera. The olive ridley sea turtle (lepidochelys olivacea) is

comparatively smallest and the most abundant of all sea turtles in the world. It

is in the family cheloniidae. With kemp’s ridley (lepidochelys kempii), it forms a

two species genus. These two species apparently diverged 3 to 6 million years

ago (Bowen, 1991). It measures around 2 feet in length and weighs between

70 to 100 pounds. Usually their color is olive green. But, the carapace color

varies with geographic location.

Olive ridley’s distribution is primarily limited to tropical oceans and

beaches. Pitman (1990) observed that the distribution pattern in the Eastern

North Pacific is restricted by cold waters of California and Humboldt currents

infers ocean temperature may be an important parameter for their migration,

movement and geographic distribution.

WORLD OCEAN SCENARIO:

In the eastern Pacific Ocean, ridley nests from southern Sonara,

Mexico, up to Columbia and the largest concentrations in Costa Rica. A small

and declining population nest in the western Atlantic, along coasts of Surinam
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and French Guiena (Hoekert et al.,1996). Nesting does not occur in the United

States, however, during feeding migrations, olive ridley turtle nesting in the

pacific region disperse into waters of the southwestern United States, up to

north of Oregon. In the eastern Atlantic along the coast of Africa, their

occurrence has been reported. Smaller population of olive ridley occurs in

Malyasia, Thailand, Sri Lanka and some southeast Asian nations (Richardson,

1997). However, the beaches along Bay of Bengal (Orissa coast), supports the

largest nesting populations in the world.

DISTRIBUTION IN BAY OF BENGAL:

Five species of sea turtles –the olive ridley (lepidochelys olivacea),

hawksbill (eretmochelys imbricata), green (chelonia mydas), loggerhead

(caretta caretta) and latherback (dermochelys coriacea) are seen in Indian

coastal waters. Except loggerhead (seen in Andaman and Nicobar islands) all

other four species are reported to nest in Indian peninsular and Sri Lanka

beaches. Out of these, olive ridley is the most abundant and common species

and the most important nesting beaches lie in Orissa.

The 480 kilometers Coastline of Orissa provides three suitable massive

nesting aggregation sites (called as arribadas) for olive ridley turtles (Figure-1).

1) The Gahirmatha rookery: near the mouths of rivers Brahmini and

Baitarani along the north Orissa coast. Mostly in between Maipura

river to Hansua river mouths.

2) The beaches near the river Devi (in between Jatadhar river mouth

and Kadua river mouth). It is located about 100kms south of

Gahirmatha.

3) The beaches near the river Rushikulya – North of Rushikulya estuary

to Kantiagada village (3km). It is located 280kms south of river Devi

and 14 km north of Goplapur port.
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NESTING BEHAVIOR:

Olive ridleys turtles breed in huge groups. Some nest alone and other

nest in small colonies, but many of them form large, synchronized nesting

aggregations within a small stretch of beach, typically called arribadas or

arribazones. The total numbers of individuals in each arribadas vary. Some

small arribadas consists of 15,000 females, but the largest may include up to

1,50,000 females. Nesting seasons occur at different times around the world

either in the summer or in the fall. Along Orissa coast, they migrate every

winter i.e., November onwards to April end with a peak in middle of March.

Most of the arribadas are near river mouths or estuaries - signifies they

are closely associated with low salinity and high turbid water. They migrate

thousand of miles in course of a year between nesting and foraging ground

and preference of estuarine / mangrove area for nesting due to availability of

good feeding ground. Impetus for Arribadas formation is uncertain and the

timing is unpredictable. Arribadas may be precipitated by climatic events – e.g.,

strong offshore wind, or certain lunar and tidal phases.

Figure-1:  Map showing the locations of mass nesting along Orissa coast.

(After Shanker et al., 2003)
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Earlier investigators have suggested a number of hypothetical reasons

for arribada formation along Orissa coast. The reasons might be - (a) the

attraction for natal beaches. Most females return to the beach where they were

born for nesting, (b) The near shore area near river mouths is highly productive

and rich in forage to support a huge population of turtles for 3 to 4 months, (c)

secluded or island beaches that free from human and predator interferences,

(d) conducive beach characteristics such as profiles; slope and sand size,

compactness and (e) typical beach state that maintains the humidity, water

content, temperature of the sand along the backshore region (presence of

trees, dunes or some protections) rendering a preferential consideration as it is

important for hatching purpose.

Females only come ashore to nest; males rarely return to land after

entering into the sea as hatchlings. It is common for olive ridley to nest in

successive years. Most female nest at least twice during a season producing

100 to 110 eggs on each occasion. The interval between nesting is variable,

two weeks for solitary nesters and four weeks for arribadas nesters. Incubation

takes about 45-65 days, but as the temperature of the sand governs the speed

at which the embryos develop, the hatching period can cover a broad range

(Stoneburner et al., 1981). Essentially, the hotter the sand surrounding the

nest, the faster the embryos will develop. Cooler sand has a tendency to

produce more males, with warmer sand producing more females (Richardson,

1997). Age of sexual maturity is still not clear, probably takes at least 7 to 9

years. Mating takes place at sea and is not restricted to areas near nesting

beaches only. The gravid female crawls on the beach foreshore and finds out a

suitable area for lying eggs in the backshore area, mostly during night. After

finding a suitable dry part of the beach (beyond high tide mark, well above the

beach), she constructs a “body pit” by digging with flippers and rotating her

body. After the body pit is complete, she digs an egg cavity using her cupped

rear flippers as shovels.
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Reports from all over the regions of the world localities have shown that

the population of olive ridley has been already listed as endangered status and

in some instances it has decreased by 80% (Richardson, 1997). The loss of

habitat may be due to natural process at some places and to a large extent

man-made. The habitat of the turtle needs to be considered from both sides

i.e., land and sea. They use the sandy beaches for nesting and breeding, and

the ocean for their growth and development. Thus, the physical processes in

both land and sea control their life cycle and any negative alternation could

affect their continued existence.

Factors influencing coastal process could affect their natal beaches.

Though, the beaches of Orissa coast provide the best situation for the breeding

and nesting; however, they are not free from natural impacts. The

sedimentation process and beach development along Orissa coast is mainly

controlled by monsoon waves and northward component of longshore

transport. Along Gahirmatha region, the river system such as Mahanadi,

Baitarani and Brahmani contribute large amount of sediment to the near-shore

environment. The area is prone to cyclones and floods. Historical record shows

that erosion along this coast is dominant. Added to that an all weather port viz.,

Paradeep port operates 50 km south of the area. The dredging and sand

alternations also have some implications to the sedimentation process of the

area. In 1989, due to a cyclonic storm event, the original Gahirmatha beach

was reduced in size and 3km long spit broke away from the mainland, thus,

reducing the 10km-nesting beach to 3 km island. Since 1997 onwards, this

3km long island has been further fragmented into two parts, reducing in length,

width and height and the mass nesting at Gahirmatha has been lost to a great

extent since then (Padav et al., 1999).

In Gahirmatha, Dash and Kar (1990) and Pandav et al. (1998) has

observed that in the last two decades or so, almost more than 100,000 turtles

reach every year and in some years more than 300,000 turtle come to the

area. Past nesting population data at Gahirmatha reveals that in the years

1984, 1987, 1995 & 2000, two to five times higher turtles have nested than
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1976/1977-index value. Similarly during 1982, 1988, 1997 and 1998 were very

low and are about half or one third of 1976/1977 values (Chada and Kar,

1999). The reasons for the dwindling nesting behavior is not completely known,

however could be due to climate change or loss of the nesting habitat.

The biggest cause of mortality along Bhitarakanika coast is due to

incidental catch of adult turtles in the trawl fishing nets (Pandav et al., 1998).

The second major cause of disturbance is artificial illumination along the

coastline because of establishment of missile test range center, construction of

a major port and growth of Aquaculture farms (Pandav et al., 1998). The

propellers of fishing boats and ships can cause collision injuries to the turtles in

the near shore region. They are susceptible to harm via marine debris. They

may ingest items such as plastic bags, plastic and Styrofoam pieces, tar balls,

balloons, and raw plastic pallets, which are brought from the land via rivers.

Exploitation was intense in the past for meat, skin and, but has come down to a

great extent after several federal laws and protective measures. Thus, human

activities in the coast as well as near shore region causes mortality and

hampers their arrival to the beach. Pandav et al. (1998) has pointed out

several causes of mortality of Olive Ridley turtle along the Orissa coast and

also listed some of the conservation measures.
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STUDY AREA

Orissa is a maritime state along the east coast of India and has a

coastline of 480km (Figure-2). Six major rivers such as Subranarekha,

Budhabalanga, Brahmani, Baitarani, Mahanadi and Rushikulya and a number

of smaller rivers such as Devi, Hansua, Kadua, Kushabhadra and Bhauda

debouch into Bay of Bengal. The coast runs fairly straight from Gopalpur to

Puri, protruding outward at mid-way from Puri to Maipura river mouth and

dipping inside in a concave shape up to Subarnarekha river mouth. Chilka, a

tropical lagoon of nearly 1000 km2 is located in the southern part of the

coastline. The beaches between Gopalpur to Dhamra are mostly sandy,

backed by stable sand dunes falls under ‘depositional’ type coast. The

Mahanadi, Brahmani and Baitarani river systems form a delta and support

India’s second largest mangrove ecosystem. Beyond Dhamara, the coast is

somewhat shallow and muddy.
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The coast is subjected to huge littoral drift and strong longshore current

from south to north due to oblique action of waves and orientation of the coast.

It has been estimated that nearly 0.697 million m3/year of sand moves in a year

from south to north direction due to littoral drift alone (Chandramohan and

Nayak, 1994). The progression of the river mouths in northeast direction,

formation of seasonal sand spits near river mouths and new outlet to the sea

are continuous process along this coast and are mainly attributed to the

frequent occurrence of tropical cyclones, floods and huge littoral drift. The sand

spits formation at the mouths of the river Rushikulya, Devi, Chilka lake and on

the left bank of Mahanadi river mouth are some of the best examples. There

are only three islands Wheeler Island, long wheeler island and coconut

Wheeler Island off the Dhamara and Maipura river mouths. All these islands

are depositional in nature (Prusty et al., 2007).

The Gahirmatha Rookery:

The importance of Gahirmatha rookery came to limelight and

recognized by the scientific experts and wildlife conservationist with the

remarks of Dr. H. R. Bustard in 1974 that Gahirmatha might be the largest

rookery for any sea turtle in the world and especially for olive ridley (Bustard,

1976). At a later stage, the rookery was included as a part of Bhitarakanika

wildlife sanctuary in April 1975 and came under regular supervision and

protection. At the time of discovery, the arribada formation was taking place

within a stretch of 10 km from the mouth of river Maipura till Habalikhati (Dash

and Kar, 1990). 3km long sand spit (known as Nasi) was present at the mouth

of river Maipura. In a cyclonic storm event during1989, this spit got detached

from the original coastline. In course of time, this detached spit underwent

significant geo-morphological changes and moved 5km northwards (Pandav

and Choudhury, 2000). In 1998, it was bifurcated into two i.e., Nasi-I and II and

further bifurcated in four parts. These islands are devoid of vegetation and the

maximum height 1.5 to 2m from low water. Major nesting has been shifted

largely from the main beaches to these spits in last few years (Nayak, 2003).
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The southern coastline is free from human habitation and the village

Satabhya is located nearly 15km from the river mouth. In between this, at

Ekakula and Habalikhati, forest rest houses are being functioning for regular

watch keeping, monitoring and tourism purposes. The beaches are backed by

high stable sand dunes (4~8m) and strip of thick casuarina plantation

extending landside up to the riverfront separates the beach and the

mangroves. The Gahirmatha Marine Wildlife Sanctuary is spreading to a total

area of 1435 km2, out of which 1408 km2 constitutes the coastal waters and the

rest is mangrove forests, mudflats and sand spits (Pandav and Choudhury,

2000).

The Rushikulya rookery:

The rookery near the Rushikulya river mouth is located 320 km south of

Gahirmatha in Orissa coast. Panigarhy et al. (1990) first reported the

availability of turtle eggs in Rushikulya beaches and later it was confirmed by

Pandav et al. (1994 a, b) as one of the major nesting ground of olive ridley

turtles. The mass nesting happens to occur on the northern sand spit of the

Figure-3 :  Study site map for Gahirmatha beaches
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river mouth (Pandav and Choudhury, 2000). The river is connected to Chilika

lake through an artificial canal, viz., Palur canal. The river mouth position has

undergone several spatial variations with time, however, in many instances, it

is seasonal dependent and cyclic. Earlier, the river was flushing out to the sea

in front of Ganjam chemicals (Figure-4). Subsequently, the mouth shifted

towards north up to the village called Gokurkuda. At the height of 1989 flood, a

second mouth was cut open on the southern side of the barrier sand spit

nearer to its original position. The old mouth near Gokahurkuda village was

subsequently closed and an expanded sandy beach was developed. This

beach backed by a water body running parallel to the nesting beach for a

distance of one kilometer northward, thus forming a lagoon of its own and

connected to the Palur canal (Pandav and Choudhury, 2000). At the starting

time of our observation during April 2005, the river mouth was located opposite

to Purunabandha village.

The regular nesting beach happened to be above 2m high, scattered

sand dunes with sparse natural beach vegetation. Some of the beach

vegetation includes psammophytes such as ipomera pescaparae, spinfex

littoreus and hydrophylax maritima. There are four fishing villages nearer to the

coast i.e., Purunabandha, Gokkurakuda and Kantiagada and Naugan.

Keeping the objectives of our study in mind, initially, we took up

measurements of beach profiles and sediment characteristics at Gahirmatha

coast during November- December 2004. However, the Nasi-I and II beaches

could not be included in our program due to entry and survey restrictions as it

falls under military prohibited area. After a couple of observations, we found

that in the year 2004-2005, mass nesting occurred in Nasi beaches and

sporadic nesting in the neighboring of southern beaches of the Maipura river

mouth. During the course of our investigation, mass nesting was reported at

Rushikulya on April 2005. The nesting activities were confined to on the

northern side beaches (opposite of Purunabandha to Kantiagada ~ a stretch of

4km) of the estuary. Thus, for a comparison of our study, we extended the

fieldwork to Rushikulya, both sides of the river mouth were considered for the
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measurements. On the northern side, the observation was from river mouth

(opposite of Purunabandha village up to Kantiagada village) and on the

southern side, the barrier beach from the river mouth up to a distance of 2km

was considered.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Figure-4: Study site map for Rushilulya beaches
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Beach profile was measured using Real Time Kinematic- Geographic

Positioning System (RTK-GPS) at Gahirmatha on three occasions (November

2004, March 2005 and January 2006). In addition to this, beach profiles are

monitored at fortnightly intervals at 10 fixed locations following Lafond and

Parsad Rao (1954) between Satbhya villages to north of Ekakula Forest Rest

House (Figure-3).  Concomitant Littoral Environment Observation (LEO) data

such as breaker’s height, period, direction of approach and type were collected

from November 2004 to April 2005. Monthly sediment samples along a normal

transect from backshore, mid-backshore and /or behind berm and mid

foreshore was also collected at all the 10 locations for sediment size analysis.

Visual estimates of breaker’s height, period and associated data on littoral

environments were made to understand the changes.

At Rushikulya, beach profile measurements were carried for 11 times

(Apr’05, June’05, Aug’05, Nov’05, Jan’06, March’06, June’06, Sept’06, Nov’06,

Feb’07 and March’07) using Leica RTK-GPS 500 system. A fixed reference

point was established on a permanent cemented platform near Purunabandha

village for fixing the RTK base. The benchmark elevation with reference to

mean sea level was established by transferring the datum from a known

reference MSL position located at Ganjam railway station. Concurrently,

mapping of the shoreline, river mouth and sand bar is also made using Leica

Arc pad system to understand the dynamics of the river mouth. During each

field visits attempt was made to reach the same transect and make a beach

profile measurement. This was achieved through tracking the previous transect

with the Arc pad system and making the rover measurements along the same

track. Though, all efforts are made to return to the same position/ track during

each observation, however, there is some error and all the observation data for

a particular transect fall within 2m length. Sediment samples were collected at

500m intervals along from backshore, mid-backshore, berm and foreshore.

Sediment samples are analyzed for their mean size and distribution pattern

(Folk and Ward,1957).  Tide, wave and current measurements are made from
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13th to 27th January 2006 (two weeks) are made by deploying tide gauge, and

current meter at approximately 8m 20m depths to understand oceanographic

condition during Northeast monsoon period. Table 1 indicates the details of the

fieldwork and data collected at both the beaches.

TABLE-1: DETAILS OF FIELDWORK AND DATA COLLECTED

Sites/
measurement

details

Bathy-
metry

Beach
Measurements

Sediment
sample

 Coastal
Oceanographic

Data
Gahirmatha Time Period of field work: November 2004 to April 2005&

January2006

Bathymetry Jan’05

Littoral

Environment

Observation

at fortnightly

intervals

Dec’04 to April’ 05

Visual estimates of

breaker’s

characteristics

RTK-GPS survey 3 observations

(Dec’04, Apr’05 &

Jan’06)

Beach profile at 10

transects

Dec’04 to April’05

Sediment

Backshore, Behind

Berm & mid

Foreshore

Dec’04 to April’05

3 samples at

each transects

Rushikulya Time Period of field work: April 2005 to March 2007

Bathymetry Jan’06

LEO Data

During beach

profile

measurements

Visual estimates of

breaker’s

characteristics

RTK-GPS survey 11observations

(Apr’05, June’05,

Aug’95, Nov’05,

Jan’06, Mar’06,

June’06, sept’06,

Nov’06, Feb’07 &

Mar’07)

Mapping of the

shoreline

 Sand spit & river

mouth

Sediment

Backshore, Behind

Berm & mid

Foreshore

At 500m intervals

for the 8km

transect of the

coastline.

Wave, Tide &

Current

Measurements

At four locations

At 8m & 16m location

off Rushikulya River.
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RESULTS

GENERAL WEATHER & LITTORAL ENVIRONMENT OBSERVATION DATA

 The weather over Bay of Bengal and on its shore is primarily governed

by monsoons. Accordingly, the wind and wave climate along Orissa coast

follows three seasonal patterns. From June to September the southwest

monsoon (SW) blows and monsoon depressions occur frequently. The coast

receives 80% of the annual rainfall during SW monsoon with an atmospheric

temperature varying 25.5 to 30 °c. The northeast monsoon (NE) prevails during

October-December. Highly destructive cyclones are common in these months.

The period from January to May is coined with the non-monsoon or fair

weather season. Usually April and May are transition period between NE and

SW monsoons. In December and January, northeasterly winds prevail and in

march wind become more easterly. October to February is the period of cold

weather (winter) with the average atmospheric temperature varying from 18.5

to 28.5°c; and March to mid-June is the hot summer with temperature varying

from 25.6 to 42°c.

In conformity to the wind patterns, high wave activity occurs in

southwest monsoon and relatively low waves during northeast monsoon and

fairly low wave conditions during non-monsoon periods. The significant wave

height varied 0.5 to 2.2m during June to September, 0.2 to 2.4m during

October to January and 0.2 to 2.2 during February to May (Wave Atlas, NIO,

Goa). The zero crossing periods varied between 6-18 sec during June to

September, 5-18 sec during October to January, and 4-15 sec during February

to April (Chandramohan and Nayak, 1994). The predominant wave direction

with respect to north from March to August varied 180 to 240° and from

September to November 180 to 210° and from December to February 30 to

90° (Mishra et al., 2000). Waves approaching from south-southeast and east

become south and east-southeast respectively in the shallow areas whereas

those from northeast and east become easterly.
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Visually observed breaker characteristics are summarized in Table-2.

Breakers are mostly plunging and or spilling during May and June. Spilling

breakers are dominant during August & November. Surf zone width is

minimum in December-January and maximum in June and August. The tide

along the coast is semi-diurnal. The average spring and neap tidal ranges are

2.39 and 0.85 m respectively (tide chart for Paradeep).

Table-2 - Average seasonal breaker characteristics of the nearshore environment

SHORELINE CHANGES AT GAHIRMATHA:

The long-term observations for Gahirmatha coastline infer that the entire

coastline is invariably under the threat of erosion (Dash and Kar, 1990 and

Chada and Kar, 1998). Comparative studies between 1972 survey of India

toposheets, the IRS-1D LISS-III image of 1998 and RTK-GPS data collected

during December’2004 & January’2006 confirms the erosion trend (Table-3).

TABLE-3: Comparative data for beach width in meters at Gahirmatha

PLACE
NAME

1972
TOPO

1998
IMAGERY

2004
RTKGPS

2006
RTKGPS

STATUS OF THE BEACH

EKAKULA
FOREST
REST HOUSE
BEACH

375 200 90 30 NEARER TO THE RIVER MOUTH,
SPORADIC NESTING OCCURS, 30-
40M BACKSHORE IS PRESENT.

HABALIKHATI
FOREST
REST HOUSE
BEACH

750 160 60 10 BACKED BY 8-10M HIGH SAND
DUNES, NO NESTING,
HIGH TIDE LINE REACHES UP TO
THE FOOT OF THE DUNE.

GAHIRMATHA
BEACH

400 100 65 20 BACKED BY  THICK CASURINA
FOREST  AND MANGROVES, NO
NESTING, BACKSHORE IS ABSENT

SATBHAYA
VILLAGE
BEACH

375 200 90 30 HUMAN SETTLEMENT,
BACKED BY DUNES,
BACKSHORE IS ABSENT

BREAKER CHARACTERISTICSPERIOD OF
OBSERVATION DIRECT-

ION
HEIGHT
(meters)

PERIOD
(sec)

TYPE

SURF
ZONE
WIDTH
(m)

JANUARY ESE 0.5-1.0 15-20 SPILLING 50-100

MARCH S-ESE 1.0-1.5 9-12 SPILLING 100-150

APRIL S-SSW 1.5-2.0 6-12 PLUNGING/SPILLING 100 -150

JUNE SSW 2.0-2.5 8-13 PLUNGING/SPILLING 150-200

AUGUST S 2.0-2.5 9-12 SPILLING 200-250

SEPTEMBER S-SW 2.0-2.5 8-12 PLUNGING/SPILLING 150-200

NOVEMBER E 1.0-1.5 15-18 SPILLING 150-200
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The beaches in between Satbhaya to Habalikati were used to be very

wide ranging from 375 to 750 meters as seen in 1972 toposheets. The beach

at Ekakula Forest Rest House was narrow, about 70m wide. The satellite

imagery of 1998 confirms that the entire coastline has lost to a great extent and

beach width was hovering in between 100 to 200 meters. Our RTK-GPS

measurements of December’ 2004 indicate that the coastline has retreated

further 100 meters at Satbhaya and Habalikhati. The January’2006 data

indicates that the beach width has reduced all along the coast and at some

places the beaches between Ekkula and Habalikhati, to the extent of more

than 100meters has been eroded during the period 2004 and 2006.

The reasons that can be attributed to the retreat of the coastline at

Gahirmatha might be solely due to natural event and to some extent man-

made.  Activities at Paradeep port as well as the spit formation at Hukitola bay

might have also some significance in altering this coastline. All along the coast,

presence >6m height sand dunes in the backshore indicate the deposition-

dominant characteristics of the past. But, due to loss of sand from the beach

face, the high water reach up to the foot of the dunes. Thus, unavailability of

proper beach space for nesting activities might have triggered shifting of the

nesting behavior from the original beaches to the islands in the last two

decades. In May 1998, a cyclonic storm swept across the Gahirmatha coast

and fragmented the mass nesting beaches. The fact that the shifting of the

coastal settlement nearly 1km land ward i.e., village Satabhya from its earlier

position supports the observation that the coast is eroding. At the time

preparation of the report (In August 2007), due to continuous cyclonic

depression, heavy erosion, reduction of beach width and inundation of

seawater at Satbhaya village was reported.  The eroding features of the

beaches are shown in Figure- 5.
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BEACH CHARACTERSTICS AT GAHIRMATHA:

During the period of our observation, sporadic nesting was reported for

the beaches in between TRA-0 to TRA-3 (north of Ekakkula FRH). Figure 6 A

& B describes the beach profiles for two representatives transects; i.e., TRA-0

and TRA-4 indicating nesting and non-nesting beach profile characteristics

respectively. The beach space in the backshore (between primary berm and

foot of sand dune or vegetation trail) at Gahirmatha coast is exceptionally

narrow except at TRA-0 & TRA-5. The average width of the nesting beaches is

about 50 meters. TRA-8 beach is the narrowest (20m) beach. The overall

beach elevation with respect to mean Low water for the entire stretch is about

3 to 4 meters. The beach face slope ranges from 1:8 to 1:19 with a mean value

of 1:12. The beach foreshore at TRA-0, TRA-8 and TRA –9 is steeper than

other places. However, considering backshore and inter-tidal region, the

calculated beach slope for TRA-0 is found to be 1:27, which is the most flat

beach for the entire stretch. Because of its proximity to the river mouths and

sand availability comparatively wider beach with well-developed berm are

 

 

FIGURE 5 – EROSION AT GAHIRMATHA BEACHES
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formed at TRA-0 to TRA-3. Foreshore changes are minimum during the

observation period (November -April). At Gahirmatha beaches i.e., from TRA-4

to TRA-9, no well-developed berm was formed and in most cases high water

inundates the entire beach except at TRA-5. The absence of flat high elevated

beach might have triggered the shifting of nesting activities from this section to

the island beaches on the north of Maipura river.

SHORELINE CHANGES AT RUSHIKULYA

TRA-0 (Nearer to River mouth nesting beach)
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Earlier observations indicate that turtles use the north side beaches of

the Rushikulya river mouth for the mass nesting, where as the southern side

beach, which is part of the stabilized sand spit, is rarely used. Keeping this in

mind, we monitored both the side beaches of the river to understand the major

differences in the profiles. The first survey was done in April 2005 and all total

ten surveyes were made and shown in Figure-7 & 8.

The river mouth was opening to sea in between 19° 22’ 53”N; 85° 05’

01”E and 19° 22’55”N; 85° 04’ 58”E and the confluence point was about 140m

wide (Table-4). In June 2005, the southern bar has shifted about 270 meters

northward and the river mouth was wider (~240m). This northward progression

continued till august 2005 and the spit has further advanced by about 260

meters northward and came closer to the coastline and the mouth has become

narrower (~180 meters). By November 2005 the spit has changed drastically.

Sometime, in between August and November 2005, at the spate of the flood,

the river breached open in between 19° 22’ 50”N; 85° 05’ 05”E and 19° 22’

41”N; 85° 05 07”E, nearly 1.1km south from the tip of the spit. The river mouth

became 440m wide during November 2005 and the remnant of the northern

spit got connected at its northern end to the coast enclosing a part of the river,

resulting in formation of a new beach (Figure- 7).

TABLE-4: DEVELOPMENT OF THE SAND SPIT AND RIVER MOUTH POSITION

RIVER MOUTH POSITION
(NORTHERN SIDE)

RIVER MOUTH POSITION
(SOUTHERN SIDE)

PERIODS

LATITUDE
(N)

LONGITUDE
(E)

LATITUDE
(N)

LONGITUDE
(E)

MOUTH
WIDTH
(IN

METERS)

APRIL’05 19°°°° 22’ 53” 85°°°° 05’ 01” 19°°°° 22’ 55” 85°°°° 04’ 58” 140

JUNE’05 19°°°° 22’ 49” 85°°°° 05’ 01” 19°°°° 22”53” 85°°°°04’ 55” 240

AUGUST’05 19°°°° 23’ 05” 85°°°° 05’11” 19°°°° 23’ 10” 85°°°° 05’07” 180

NOVEMBER’05 19°°°° 22’ 41” 85°°°° 04’ 53” 19°°°° 22’ 50” 85°°°° 05’ 05” 440

JANUARY’06 19°°°° 22’ 41” 85°°°° 04’ 53” 19 22’ 50” 85°°°° 05’ 03” 220

MARCH’06 19°°°° 22’ 43” 85°°°°04’ 51” 19°°°° 22’ 46” 85°°°° 04’ 51” 90

JUNE’06 19°°°° 22’ 49” 85°°°° 05’ 04” 19°°°° 23’ 06” 85°°°° 05’ 07” 500
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During January’06 and March’06 the southern side of river mouth

remains almost at same location, however, the northern bar near the river

mouth silted up and moved southward. The width of the mouth was 220 and

90m during January’06 and March’06 respectively. During June’06, the estuary

mouth was wide open and part of the northern sand bar completely eroded (not

shown due to problem in data file). The remaining portion of the sand bar was

inundating during high tide.

Figure
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FIGURE – 7: SEASONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPIT
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In Sptember’06, at the height of heavy flood, a new mouth was cut open

in the southern spit at 2.1km south of the previous mouth position. Thus, this

gave rise to formation of a detached sand bar. This sand bar remained almost

at the same position till the end of March’2007. Deposition and progression of

the sand bar northward by about 500~600meters was recoded during

September 2006 and march2007.

BEACH CHARACTERISTICS AT RUSHIKULYA ROOKERY

Beach profiles data for nesting and non-nesting locations at Rushikulya

river mouth were analyzed to understand the seasonal variations, and the
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location wise differences to examine whether any particular type of beach is

used for nesting purpose. For presentation of the results, the beach profile data

are described under three sectors viz: sector-I: the northern sand bar beaches,

sector-II: the beaches from Gokurkuda to Kantiagada (Podampeta fishing

hamlet) and sector-III: the southern spit beaches and discussed (Figure-9).

During the period of our study, mass nesting occurred thrice. The April-

2005 measurement was made just after the arribada formation. The nesting

had occurred all along the northern side beaches of the estuary extending from

Purunabandha to Kantiagada village with higher density near Gokurkuda area

(Figure-4). In 2006, mass nesting occurred in the immediate neighboring beach

on the northern side (Sector-I) of the river mouth; about 121, 500 olive ridleys

nested in a single event within 1.8 km stretch of the newly formed sand spit

beach on 16-17th February (Sector-I). Hatching of the eggs took place on 7th

April 2006, exactly 50 days after the nesting.  The second phase of mass

nesting took place on 4th and 5th April 2006 and about 90,000 turtles nested

within a stretch of two-kilometer beach in between Gokhurkuda to Kantiagada

Figure-9: Satellite imagery describing the location of 1st and 2nd phase
mass nesting.
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(Sector-II) (Figure-9). In the year 2007, mass congregation of turtles was

observed off Rushikulya, but mass nesting did not take place. Some cases of

sporadic nesting of very low population occurred in the northern side of the

isolated sand spit (Figure-8).

NESTING BEACHES

The sector-I beach of 1.8 km long was formed during October-

November’05 from the remnant of the northward progressive sand bar and

remained intact till April-May’06. This beach was absent during our April’05

observation. The sand bar had a 30-40m wide backshore in which the 1st

phase of major nesting occurred in February’06. Figure-10A and B represents

the beach profiles at northern and southern end of sector-I beaches.
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During August’05, the beach was at minimum height, about 1.3 m above

mean sea level and by the end of November’05, the berm grew up and

reached to 2m. The berm maintained the same height during January and

March’06, however, deposition was taking place on the northern side of the bar

and erosion on the southern side (near to the river mouth). The beach slopes

down on either side from the berm and the turtles used the backshore space

for nesting that ran up to the river. The foreshore slope varied from 1:9 to 1:15

during January’06 and March’06. The sand bar was wider on both the ends

and narrower at the center.

The sector-II beaches run fairly straight and are backed by casurina

plantation. In the midway, the coastline is protruding seaward and erosion is

prevalent on immediate vicinity of the lee side (Figure –9). The southern end of

the sector-II beach was the terminal point for the river mouth during SW

monsoon months. Fig-11a describes the beach profile at a site in sector-II,

150m north of sector-I beach. Sporadic nesting have been reported during

April’05 in this beach. April’05 beach profile indicates that the backshore beach

was narrow; berm was comparatively high  (2.3m) with a steep foreshore. A

secondary berm of 1.8-2.0 m had consolidated at a distance of 75m from the

primary berm during November’05 and was maintained till April’06 (Figure-

11a). Nesting did not occur in February’06 where as the same beach

underwent mass nesting in April’06.

In another beach of sector-II, mass nesting occurred during April’05 and

sporadic in April’06. The beach profiles of April’05 signifies that the berm is

high and the sea side berm was separated by a wide backshore negatively

slope towards land ward (Figure-12a). However, the entire beach during

January and March’06 was below 2m and no well-developed berm was formed

(Figure-12b). Thus, beach profiles at two different locations in sector-II

beaches infer that availability of a wider backshore with a negative landward

slope of a lower height than the sea facing berm during April’05 (Figure-12b)

and April’06 (Figure-12a) might be an additional attribute for their mass

congregation.
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Further to the north of sector-II beaches (Figure 9), sporadic nesting

occurred during April’05 and February’06 and mass nesting in April’06. Figure-

12 A and B are the examples for two sites of these beaches. April’05 beach

profiles indicate presence of a 2m or above berm with a 75-100m wide

backshore. The foreshore was very steep (1:3 - 6). The backshore beach

height was very low and runs with a negative slope from berm to land ward

(Figure 12a). By November’05, a stabilized berm with a wide elevated

backshore beach was formed. This condition prevailed during successive

Mass nesting in April'06 
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months till March’06. Beach slope varied from 1:10 to 1:13 during November to

March’06. January and March’06 survey indicates that the entire backshore

beach had gained height to varying extent and the slope is uniform (Figure 12

A & B).

In summary, in sector-II beaches, natural erosion is exacerbated during

SW monsoon period viz., profiles of June’05 and August’05 indicate that the

beach loss was substantial and shoreline retreated land ward nearly 40-60m.

The lost sediment is carried to the surf zone and deposited as bar and troughs

Nesting beach 
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in low water. In NE monsoon, the sediments were brought back and a wider

beach with a fully-grown berm is formed facilitating the nesting activities.

NON-NESTING BEACHES:

The beaches on southern side sand bar of the Rushikulya river did not

experience any nesting except some occasional emergence within 250m from

the estuary mouth during February’06. The sector-III beaches are part of the

permanent sand bar that has been formed in due course of river evolution and

to some extent stable (Figure-4). In general, the spit is 80-100m wide during

low tide condition (Figure-13).
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During, April’05 the beach was wide and berm was well developed and

at a height of 2.5 -2.8m for all the beaches (Figure-13). The foreshore was

steep and the slope varied from 1:4 to 1:7. The river runs parallel on the

opposite side of the coast and the beach slopes down towards the river from

the berm and is highly under the influence of tidal prism.  The beach is 50-60m

wide, position of the berm and beach slope remains almost same during

November’05, January and March’06.

Comparatively high breakers, wider surf zone and more number of

parallel breaking points are observed in the nearshore region of sector-III. The

current direction within surf zone was predominantly southward. The outward

flow of the river along with southward current creates a more chaotic nearshore

environment. This is evident from the steeper slope and growth of higher

elevated berm signifies a different hydrodynamic regime near the south of the

river mouth.

SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS:

Sediment samples collected from Gahirmatha, Nasi Island and

Rushikulya beaches suggest that most of the beaches consist of medium to

finer sand. Table-5 shows the mean grain size at Rushikulya beaches. The

mean grain size nearer to the river mouth transects (TRA-0 to TRA-3) at

Gahirmatha beaches ranged from 0.32 to 0.33mm and values for rest of the

beaches (TRA-4 to TRA-9) ranged 0.19 to 0.24mm (except at TRA- 8 which is

0.35 mm) during December’2004. Nasi island beach values ranged from 0.39

~0.40mm in February’2005 nesting phase. During the nesting season, the

average mid-backshore (in between seaside berm and backshore) is found to

be relatively coarser than the extreme backshore values. This trend was

observed on either side beaches of the river mouth. The backshore values for

northern sand spit during January’06 ranged from 0.42 to 0.56 mm with an

average value of 0.48mm. Similarly, the backshore mean size ranges from

0.30 to 0.42 during March’06 and the average is 0.34mm for the nesting beach.

Mean grain size of the sand bar varied from 0.26 to 0.49 mm and from 0.21 to

0.45 in February’07 and March’2007 respectively. The sediment in of the mid
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foreshore are comparatively finer in all these months. The southern sand bar

values are relatively coarser than the nesting beaches.

It has been pointed out that there is an optimum range of grain sizes for

hatching success, but they are not important to a turtle in her choice of nesting

beach. Our data sets imply that the mass nesting beaches primarily consists of

medium sand (0.30 ~0.40mm). But, this could not be a single deciding factor

for the turtles to choose a particular area as sediments along Orissa coast

mainly fall under this category, however, this might be a range value which is

preferred by olive ridley turtles while selecting a site combined with other

parameters.

Both natural and anthropogenic processes affect the distribution,

stability and composition of sediments in the sandy beaches. Natural factors

that affect the distribution and stability of sediments include wind, wave

exposure, long-shore currents, the presence and abundance of calcareous

organisms, and proximity to river mouths, submarine basins, canyons and hills.

The man-made constructions along the beachfront such as dam in the river,

port or any structures that are built affect the supply of sand to the neighboring

beaches. It is well documented that analysis of sediment parameters (e.g.,

particle size, sorting coefficient) provides useful information relevant to the

amount of wave action, current velocity, and sediment stability in an area. In

the present context, our purpose of sediment analysis is aimed at two things

i.e., to correlate with turtle’s preference of nesting beaches and to identify the

sand characteristics of native and restored beaches during the seasonal cyclic

process of erosion and deposition due to different coastal parameters.

Beaches at Gahirmatha and Rushikulya are sandy beaches, exposed to high

monsoon waves, seasonal currents and also influenced by rivers. As grain size

could affect the sand compaction, moisture content, temperature, and other

parameters, which can affect a sea turtle’s ability to build a nest as well as

influence the incubation environment. Trends suggesting the effects of natural

sorting are collected for interpretation in conjunction with sea turtle nesting

beach information.
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Table-5: Mean Grain size (in mm) of the Rushikulya beaches sand in different time

MARCH'07  BACKSHORE BERM FORESHORE
NESTING BEACHES RANGE 0.21~0.45 0.30~0.36 0.16~0.36

 MEAN 0.35 0.35 0.25
SAND BAR RANGE 0.21~0.45 0.19~0.38 0.19~0.28

 MEAN 0.37 0.31 0.24

FEBUARY'07   
NESTING BEACHES RANGE 0.26~0.49 0.27~0.45 0.21~0.28

 MEAN 0.38 0.32 0.25
SAND BAR RANGE 0.22~0.46 0.28~0.40 0.24~0.45

 MEAN 0.34 0.37 0.35

NOVEMBER'06   
NESTING BEACHES RANGE 0.21~0.28 0.30~0.36 0.28~0.31
 MEAN 0.27 0.33 0.30
SAND BAR RANGE 0.18~0.41 0.31~0.49 0.19~0.58

 MEAN 0.26 0.40 0.40

SEPTEMBER'06   
NESTING BEACHES RANGE 0.23~0.29 0.22~0.42 0.25~0.31

 MEAN 0.27 0.33 0.28
SAND BAR RANGE 0.22~0.53 0.33~0.45 0.35~0.67

 MEAN 0.30 0.41 0.50

JUNE'06   
NESTING BEACHES RANGE 0.32~0.44 0.39~0.50 0.26~0.41

 MEAN 0.38 0.45 0.35

MARCH'06   
NESTING BEACHES RANGE 0.30~0.42 0.31~0.43 0.22~0.43

 MEAN 0.34 0.39 0.30
SAND BAR RANGE 0.24~0.62 0.23~0.69 0.14~0.48

 MEAN 0.37 0.52 0.37

JANUARY'06   
NESTING BEACHES RANGE 0.28~0.50 0.23~0.45 0.17~0.33
 MEAN 0.34 0.38 0.34
NORTH SAND BAR RANGE 0.42~0.56 0.17~0.48 0.33~0.61

 MEAN 0.48 0.33 0.49
SAND BAR RANGE 0.21~0.67 0.21~0.47 0.22~0.65

 MEAN 0.49 0.36 0.35

NOVEMBER'05     

NESTING BEACH RANGE 0.20~0.59 0.26~0.49 0.22~0.83

 MEAN 0.34 0.35 0.48

SAND BAR RANGE 0.35~0.55 0.39~0.87 0.23~0.56

 MEAN 0.48 0.68 0.40

The eastern sector of the beach is composed of fine, poorly sorted and

negatively skewed sand. In opposite, the littoral spit and the western sector of
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the beach are mainly composed of medium sand, although coarse sand is also

present due to river channel; sand is middle sorted and not skewed or

symmetrical. Finally, the submerged area is basically composed of fine, well or

very well and positively skewed or symmetrical sand, but seaward of this it

changes to very fine poorly sorted and not skewed sand. This sedimentary

pattern is due to the presence of the erosion/accretion processes. Grain size

distributions of the sediments covering the exposed sector present a wide size

range of coarse sediments, while the fine fractions are transported westward.

The littoral spit presents the coarser sediments due to the fluvial dynamics and

tidal currents, forming megaripples structures. The submerged zone is

composed of finest and best-sorted sediments.

OCEANOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS

Oceanographic measurements were carried off Rushikulya between

13th to 28th January 2006 representing NE monsoon period. Four Valeport

tide gauges (two directional and two non-direction) were deployed at four

locations. Bathymetry data was collected using multi-beam Eco-sounder along

16-km stretch from -8 m to 50-m depth through "Sagar Pachmi". Figure-14 A &

B is a representative the wave rose diagram wave height and period observed

at 16m depth at Station-2 during the one time observation made in January

2006. The direction of wave approach was mostly in between south-southwest

to south-southeast. Waves height of 0.4 to 0.6m of 12 to15 seconds is most

frequently occurred.
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Figure15 shows the tidal variation during January’06 off Rushikulya

River at station-2 (16m depth). The spring tide and neap tide ranges are 1.5m

& 0.4m respectively. RCM-9 current meter was also deployed using watch-

 Figure-16 shows the current speed and direction at station-2. During

the entire period of observation, the current varied from 5 to 65 cm /sec and

the direction was highly variable. It was observed the current velocity is more in

southerly currents than the rest of the time. Oceanographic survey

representing SW monsoon period could not be collected due to logistic

difficulties and postponed to a later date, hopefully will be implemented during

11th plan period for hydrodynamic model and sediment budget study for

Gopalpur port.

Figure-14: Wave rose diagram (A: wave height; B: wave period)
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Figure-15: Tidal range at station-2 off Rushikulya 16m depth.
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St-2 at 16m depth
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DISCUSSION

The beach that is easily accessible and the offspring survival probability

is high is usually preferred by turtles for their nesting activities (Mortimer, 1982;

Hays et al., 1995), which in other way depends on the beach state i.e.,

dryness, grain size, salinity and other parameters. Thus, for high offspring

survival, it is prerequisite that the nest must be high and dry enough that it is

not inundated by spring tides or flooded by water table below and the beach

sand should facilitate gas diffusion (Mortimer, 1982).

In the present context, the beach states need the following explanation.

In between January and May months, conspicuous rainfall does not occur

along the coast and the spring tidal range during the nesting months along the

coast varies between 1.85 to 2.00m (source, tide chart). Our data on beach

profiles assumes significance in the sense that whether the beach profile or the

processes of seasonal beach evolution on the northern side beaches have any

distinct characteristics that encourage the turtle to nest. At both the sites i.e.,

Gahirmatha and Rushikulya, olive ridley turtles preferred the beaches which

have an elevated berm at least 2m above from low water mark with a wider

backshore  (50 to 60m wide) sloping backwards from the berm towards the

land (profiles in Figure 10 & 11). The high spring water never reaches beyond

the 2 ~2.3m height berm, keeps the nesting pits unaffected.

Another important observation during this study was the most preferred

beach is located on the northern side unstable sand bar (Figure-9). At

Rushikulya, the 1st phase (February’2006) mass nesting was mostly

concentrated in the newly formed sand bar. Parkinson et al., (1998) have

suspected that reasons of marine turtles nest in sub-optimal or adjacent

beaches to tidal inlets might be because of the physical characteristics and

instability of down-drift beaches that may be a consequence of distinct

hydrodynamic processes that are associated with more tidal inlets. Though, it

is preliminary, we hypothesize that in the present scenario, the northern side

beaches of tidal inlets underwent seasonal alteration of the sand. The entire
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nesting beach evolved from the natural cyclic seasonal events of beach loss

and gain. The loss and rebuilt of a wider beach event on the northern side of

the river mouth is more active than that of southern side. This is a sequel of

predominance of SW monsoon over NE monsoon along this coast. These

seasonal events alter the beach parameters such as salinity, nutrient, moisture

content, grain size and importantly, the compactness i.e., loosely packed.

Thus, this recycling process might be another important reason for forming a

suitable nesting beach.

In case of Gahirmatha beaches, mass nesting was taking place all along

the 15 ~ 20 km long coast and particularly, higher density on the beaches

south of the river Maipura estuary. The arribada used to be triggered mainly

during the phase of receding tide between full and new moon and strong

southerly winds, and importantly in dry beach condition (Dash and Kar, 1990).

However, due to loss of proper nesting beaches because of erosion the

nesting is shifted to nasi island beaches. During our study, we recorded

sporadic nesting near river mouth beaches TRA-0 to TRA-3, where the

beaches characterized by elevated berm and moderate wide backshore

(Figure-6).

One of the important physical parameter of the nesting microhabitat is

the mean particle size of the nesting sand as it indirectly affects the binding

and compactness of the beach, retaining capacity of moisture content and

reflectance etc. Usually, grain size of the nesting medium not only varies from

one shore to another but also a wide range of sand types is utilized by the

same colony (Hirth and Carr, 1970). Thus, it is important to understand the

grain size range of different aribadas and their interrelation, if any. Mortimer

(1990) has pointed out that there is an optimum range of grain sizes for

hatching success, but this is not important to a turtle in her choice of nesting

beach. Our data sets imply that the mass nesting beaches primarily consists of

medium sand (0.30 ~0.40mm). But, this could not be the single deciding factor

for the turtles in choosing a particular area as sediments along orissa coast

mainly fall into this category.  However, this might be a range value which is
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preferred by olive ridley turtles while selecting a site combined with other

favorable attributes.
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CONCLUSION

Past data on olive ridley nesting behavior indicates that along Orissa

coast mass nesting beaches are located in close proximity to river mouths.

Further, it was reported by Tripathy et al, (2003) during their field campaign in

Andhra Pradesh and Tamilnadu that beaches adjacent to river mouths record

50-100 nests km-1 whereas 10 nests km-1 was typical at other parts of the

coastline.  During this study, it is observed that either the unstable sand bar

beach or beach with a negative backshore slope of at least 2m height elevated

berm on the northern side of the river mouth is mostly preferred beach for the

arribada formation. The mean grain size falls under medium sand. The reasons

for preference of unstable beaches are not clearly understood. Preference of a

negative beach slope along with medium grain size sand in the backshore

might have some relevance in maintaining the environmental condition of the

nesting pit and hatching success rate.

This preference of the river mouths beaches by olive ridley sea turtles

might be due to sediment deposition, salinity and other physiographic features

that are important for nesting success, but it is not clearly known and demands

a detail investigation. It was also observed that in the year 2007, the nesting

beaches at Rushikulya underwent erosion and most of the nesting beaches

experienced a vertical cut of more than 1.5m at berm which might have

discouraged the turtles to ride to the beach for nesting.

Research publication:

Mishra, P., R.S. Kankara, S.Sundarmoorthy and B.R. Subramanian: Role of

beach profiles and sand size selection of nesting sites by olive ridley turtles

along the Orissa coast, India. Endangered Species Research (Accepted,

under revision).
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